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Payments behaviour is of considerable Importance in the 
analysis of economic developments and policies, The 
turnovers in various payments streams can be used to 
gauge the level of economic actMty, v.1111e shifts between 
the different payments streams may signal structural 
changes in economic behaviour, Turnovers in selected 
payments streams have been monitored by the RBSef'V8 
Bank over many years, and certain important series on 
this mattEl( are pubijghed on page S-I 3 of the OJarterly 
Bulleoo. This note alms to higI1lg,1 a number of 001_ 
structural developments in selected payments streams. 

As shown in the accompanying graph. lechnoIogocaI 
and other developments have led 10 subslantial cnanges 
in the South African public's payments behaviour during 
the past few years. The increased availability of 
automated telier machines and credit cards, security 
oonsiderations and a relatively stagnant economy caused 
c::Iov.JI1waId pressure on the real Of' inflation-adjusted' level 
of nofes ard _ demanded by It-e pubtk; (perscns and 
institutions outside the monetary sector), \Nhe(eas data 
on the value of notes and coin in the hands of the public 
are readily available, little can unfortunately be said about 
the number of transactions in which no tes and coin 
change hands. However. It-e mecI1anMOaI'; calcu",led 
income velocity of circulation of notes and coin (defined 
as the nomlnal value of gross domestic product divided 
by the value 01 notes and coin in the hands of the public) 
has, on balance, risen somewhat since late 1990, 
indicating that notes and coin in Circulation increased 
somev.I1at less than proportlonaJ~ 10 the rise " the value 
of domestic productJon. 

The bulk of cheques deposited with South African 
banks is processed by the Automated Clearing Bureau 
(Pty) Ltd fACS) through its processing centres in 
Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban and Port 8izabeth, 
ACB data Indicate that the number of cheque 
transactions has remBlned virtually unchanged at a level 
of more 0" less 335 million per annum over the past six 
years. ThiS is largely a reflection of the Increased 
popularity of card·based and magnetIC tape transaclions 
and the disincentive effect of cheque fraud and related 
irregularities, 

Credit cards have gained considerable ground as a 
means of payment over the past six years, with the 
number of credit card transactions processed nsing by 
more than 60 per cent from 1966 to 19941 , The 
convenience of not having to carry large amounts of 
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The consumer pnoo index was used to adjust the nomnaI 
value at notes CI'ld c:ofl in the hands of the p..bic, 

Data for 1994 were estmated on the basis of iOformatoo 
coverng the ~ nine months 01 the year, 

cash, the fact that no interest is charged on credit card 
debit balances arising from purchases provided thaI the 
balance on Ihe card account is settled timeously, 
incentives such as automatic insurance linked 10 the use 
of such cards, a strong matketir9 drive by certain banks, 
and risk and status considerations, count among the 
factors lNhich have contributed to this rapid growth, 

The most remarkable growth has been recorded In 
magnetic tape transactions, the number of which has 
Increased by 176 per cent from 1966 to 1994 , 
Employers Increasingly choose 10 pay their emptoyaes' 
salaries ~directly~ Into their bank accounts rather than 
using cheques or cash. This "direct" payment oonsists of 
the simultaneous debiting of the employer's bank 
account and crediting of each employee's bank 
account, usual'; 'woNing several banks. n ~ initialed by 
entries on a magnetic tape which is ~ by the 
Ace. Similarly, the payment of insurance premiums, 
telephone, municipal and various other accounts are 
made increasingly through ~direct" magnetic tape debits 
and credits rather than by cheques. The debits are 
initiated by the receiVing party, whereas the credits are 
""iated by the pay1ng party. 

Although the number of cheque transactions is still 
considerably higher than the number of magnetic tape 
transactions, the latter foon of payment is clearly gaining 
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Transactions in selected payments streams, 1993 

Cheques 

Number of transactions (millions) ...... 335,8 
Percentage of total ........................... 55,3 

Value of transactions (R billions) ........ 5565,8 
Percentage of total ........................... 92.4 

Average value per transaction (R) ...... 16 575 

ground very rapidly. Assuming a continuation of existing 
trends, the number of magnetic tape transactions is 
expected to surpass that of cheque transactions by 
1998. 

VVhereas the graph focuses on the growth in the use 
of various payment methods. the absolute number and 
value of transactions in each stream recorded during 
1993 provide valuable further information, as ShOwn in 
the accompanying table. 

Payment by cheque clearly overshadows the other 
payment methods. The high aV8fage value per cheque 
transaction is explained by a small number of very-high
val .... cheques r" the mu~·mjUion rand Ieag .... ) r ... ,ed 10 
interbank. bond market and simi lar high-value 
transactions. These are processed in the same 
payments stream as the numerous smaH-vaIue cheques, 
a practice lNhidl Is currently under reviEf.N In tight of the 
considerable gross exposures and possible risks 
involved. 

The average value per credit card transaction 
CQjncjdes wiIt1 wt1al may be expeeled 10 be the pIice of 
an average restaurant meal for two or three persons. or a 
small durable or semi·durable goods purchase. 
Underlying the average value of a magnetic tape 
transaction of R2 782. are aVBfages of R933 in respect of 
debits, R16 993 in respect of credits, and Rt 675 in 
respect of salary paymenls. 

Credit 
cards 

111.2 
18,3 

13,9 
0,2 
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Magnetic Totar 
tape 

160,0 607,0 
26.4 100,0 

445.1 6024,8 
7.4 100,0 

2782 9926 
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